
DiCentral Compliance Testing for Stein Mart 
 

Dear Stein Mart Vendor, 
 
Welcome to DiTesting for Stein Mart compliance.  We look forward to working 
with you to make the testing process go as smoothly as possible.  Stein Mart is 
changing the format of the 850 and implementing three new transactions: 860, 
856, and 816.  You are required to test the 997 for the new 850 PO format, as 
well as the new 856 map for Direct to Store orders and DC Marked For Store 
orders.  This document goes over the steps needed to pass testing.   
 
If you have questions during the testing process, please feel free to contact our 
support department at support@dicentral.com. 
 
Stein Mart is also requiring that a GS1-128 label be tested.  This testing is done 
by Bar Code Graphics.  You should be contacted by Bar Code Graphics detailing 
the process for this testing.  For more information, please visit: 
http://steinmart.symboltest.com. 
 
Downloading 850s: 
 
Stein Mart has three different types of 850s:  Bulk, Direct to Store, and Bulk / 
Release.  The 850 guidelines detail how each PO format is used.  Samples of 
each PO can be downloaded from your DiTesting account.  These POs can be 
imported to your translator. 
 
Downloading 860s: 
 
Stein Mart will send an 860 to make any changes or cancel an 850.  The sample 
860 is for the Direct to Store 850: 497775080. 
 
Uploading 997 for 850: 
 
Click on the Upload tab and choose 997 and upload a 997 from one of the POs 
you imported to your translator.  Stein Mart requires a 997 for every EDI 
document sent to their vendors. 
 
Upload 856 Direct to Store: 
 
Upload an 856 created from the Direct to Store PO 497775080 downloaded from 
your DiTesting account.  This 856 should reflect the correct store number in the 
Ship To and Mark For Party N1 segments.  You will need to send back the Direct 
to Store 856 with the changes in the 860. 
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Upload 856 Consolidated / Mark For Store:
 
Upload an 856 created from the Bulk Confirmation / Release POs 497874051 
and 497874174.  The 856 must be consolidated for the two stores and reflect the 
correct DC in the N1 Ship To and the store numbers in the N1 Mark For Store 
segments. 
 
 
 
Moving to Production: 
 
Once you have completed and passed all tasks, an email will be sent to you as 
well as Stein Mart letting them know you are compliant with the new 850 and 856 
maps. 
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